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Learn more about how Apple’s latest announcements are
impacting the market by subscribing to our 3x weekly
newsletter and weekly podcast at nearmedia.co/subscribe.

About Near Media
Founded by three veterans of the local marketing and
technology industry, Near Media offers thoughtful,
unbiased analysis of the players and trends at the
intersection of search, social, and commerce.

INTRODUCTION

Apple’s many recent updates to Maps to improve
business discovery and transactions points to long
term trend towards both building out Maps and
integrating it in the future world of AR.
With the roll-out of a number of new Map search
features, this year and last, Apple has firmly planted
a stake in the arena of local discovery. It’s clear that
Apple1 is just getting started with their push into
business discovery.

1 If it isn’t obvious I am fully invested in the Apple ecosystem both in the sense that I rely heavily on
Apple hardware across all aspects of my life as well as the fact that I have Apple stock.
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PART ONE

What’s New in
Apple Maps

In the new OS, Apple Maps has placed discovery
front and center with a new default Explore layer,
new Place Cards, improved search filters, and
significant Guide updates.
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The Explore Layer

When you perform a city or neighborhood search,
the first thing that is different is a new map layer
called Explore, which highlights neighborhoods,
parks, attractions, museums, restaurants,
noteworthy buildings, and monuments.
The new Explore layer is the default layer
unless Apple Maps determines that you use the
Navigation or Transit options more frequently.
Previous versions of Maps offered only three
layers: Driving, Transit and Satellite.
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New Place Cards

In this new Explore view when
you select an attraction like the
One World Trade Center, you
are instantly shown an option to
view a 360° virtual walk around
and a summary Place card. The
summary includes a category,
location, high level details and
a call to action that changes
depending on the category – all
of which expands when you
select the card. With the World
Trade Center, the call to action is a
flyover.
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If you select a restaurant
instead of an attraction, the
card summary includes a
transactional call to action. When
you slide the summary Place
Card up you are presented with
full contact and location details,
with a photo carousel – either
from a third party like OpenTable
(for the restaurant) or in the
case of the World Trade center,
photos loaded directly into Apple
– the place details and “good to
know” attributes.
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New Filtering

When you perform a category search you’re now
offered filtering options. Some of the new filters,
like “All Cuisines,” offer a plethora of additional
choices.
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Improved Guide Options

The Guides, introduced in iOS 14 in 2020, have
been improved in terms of layout, content and
visibility within Apple Maps. Guides can be
accessed from city searches, category searches
or from within the new Place Cards.
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From Apple’s website: “Just tap
the Explore Guides button to
access nearly 1000 expertly
curated Guides, and find
and save the ones that catch
your eye. Curated Guides
automatically update when
new places are added, so
you always have the latest
recommendations at your
fingertips. You can also create
your own Guides and share them
with friends and family.”
Guides are sourced from
authoritative local sites, much
like Google critic reviews. Unlike
Google critic reviews, however, all
of the content is available within
Apple Maps for exploration. And
once you’ve chosen your favorite
spot or list, you can save any of
your discoveries to your own
Guides by clicking the + sign in
the upper right.
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Apple often takes this “curation
at scale” route to add value
to content. You can see this
very un-Googly approach in
Maps as well as in Apple Music
channels, News and TV+.
Within Maps these Guides
allow you to immediately
access authoritative content to
make a more informed decision
without having to do additional
research, creating a richer
discovery environment.
There was no indication
on Apple’s site as to how a
publication might become
a trusted partner for this
program. That question was
asked several times and went
unanswered on their developer
forum.
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Other Discovery Features Added in 2020
Apple Maps’ Transaction
Layer via App Clips

App Clips was introduced with iOS
14 in 2020. From Apple’s site (bold
mine): An App Clip is a small part
of an app that lets you do a task
quickly, like rent a bike, pay for
parking, or order food. You can
discover App Clips in Safari, Maps,
and Messages, or in the real world
through NFC tags, QR codes, and
App Clip Codes—unique markers
that take you to specific App Clips.
When used in the context of Maps,
App Clips easily allow the searcher
to not just find a business’s
location but to place an order
as well. Even though App Clips
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download like an app, they are small
and quick to download and create an
nearly seamless experience for the
searcher. Because they work on Safari
and Messages and in the real world
via QR codes, they can be instantly
deployed across Apple’s ecosystem,
allowing a business to add an iPhone
transaction layer almost everywhere
simultaneously.
Dunkin’ Donuts has implemented this
feature. Ordering directly via Maps is
fast and painless without needing to
download the whole app.
Interestingly, the third party Guides
noted above can also become
transactional using Apple’s App Clips.
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Apple Posts - Say What?

Who knew that Apple was offering a Posts feature? As I explored the
new Apple Maps, I saw Posts cropping up in some Place Cards.
Like the Place Card and Guides, Posts support a call to action. I
assume that it could also support an App Clip and instantly become
transactional.
Apparently Posts are created via a JSON field with uploads from
Apple’s larger partners and there is no way to create one without
using one of those partners. Like the Place Card and Guides, Posts
support a call to action. I assume that they could also support App
Clips and instantly become transactional as well.

Apple Reviews

In 2020, Apple added the ability to leave reviews directly on Place
Cards. Initially rolled out in the UK and Australia, this Apple Maps
review feature was released in April of this year to the U.S. Like
everything Apple does it was uniquely Apple and unlike reviews on
either Yelp or Google, Apple Map reviews are fast to create, easy to
leave and hard to spam.
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Fixes, Improvements, Upgrades
Apple has slowly and steadily been fixing its
mapping app. In the first few years of Apple
Maps’ existence, updates were about fixing road
geometry, driving directions and design elements.
Then they moved on to repairing business listing
accuracy.
By 2016, I had noticed dramatic improvement in
navigational capabilities; Apple Maps became
my go-to for driving directions although business
listings remained a weak spot. With tight
integration with Apple Watch and CarPlay, the
Apple Map experience has continued to improve.

Historically, I have been reluctant to use Apple
Maps to find local businesses but recent travel
experiences demonstrated to me that their Places
listings have improved dramatically as well. Even
if under the radar, Apple has been working on
improving this critical aspect of the local mapping
experience.
Unlike Google’s often experimental early release
methodology1, Apple takes a long term, measured
approach to offering additional features in
their local search environment. You can see a
progression: from their improvements in basic
navigation, to location accuracy and gradually
improving location details and granularity.

1 The obvious exception to this rule was the disastrous (too?) early release of Apple Maps itself that led to high level firings and a great deal of public scorn. Some of that scorn, whether justified or not,
has tainted Apple Maps to this day.
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The Evolution of Apple Maps: 2012 - 2021

Initially focused on navigational improvements, there has been a burst of discovery improvements in 2021. Bolded indicate discovery efforts.
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Why These Catch-up Features Matter
Ok, so big deal. Apple spent nine years building out Maps,
following Google’s feature playbook. Yet they still haven’t
quite caught up. So what?

The real question isn’t “So what?” but “What’s next?” With
the iOS 15 upgrade, Apple has made clear that navigation
and business recovery are not their only priorities with the
mapping product.
Not only are business discovery and local transactions
on the table, but given Apple’s long time horizons and
consistent development, Apple Maps is likely to play an
important role in coming augmented reality developments.
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PART TWO

The Implications
of Apple’s Moves

Apple is just getting started with its push into local
business discovery and monetization for Apple
Maps. AR is also in its future.
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INTRODUCTION

The releases detailed in Part One point to an
Apple that will increasingly integrate augmented
reality and other features into Maps. While still
catering to the consumer, these new capabilities
will provide additional local business marketing
opportunities and SMB-related income for Apple.
Apple is arguably the only company that can, in the
short term, provide an alternative SMB marketing
environment, which might perform as well or better
than Facebook or Yelp, thus giving SMBs a choice.
But it could very well be that Apple isn’t building
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toward that short term future but the next bigger one,
AR.
When Apple started mapping the world in 2012
they faced intense criticism for releasing a poorly
performing product. Nine years later they have
demonstrated that they can deliver not just a
functional navigational tool but one that can help
consumers more readily find local businesses. That
has a number of implications.
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Apple Local Is More than Maps

Horace Dediu estimated that there are 1 billion Apple
Maps users. Andrew Shotland of LocalSEOGuide
estimated earlier this year that there are roughly 75
million Map users in the U.S.1

Maps, Spotlight, Safari and Siri.2

I would argue that the available population that can
and does access local information via an iPhone is
almost as large as the installed base of iPhone users,
which amount to 2 billion worldwide. Roughly 150
million of those users are in the U.S. When you count
the many different Macs, Watches, CarPlay devices
and iPads that each iPhone user owns, the number
of surfaces that local information is shown on grows
even larger.
Everyone is always asking when Apple will release a
search engine. It already has. It just doesn’t look or act
like Google or Bing. It’s like, well ... it’s like Apple. Apple
search is deeply tied into the iPhone experience, and
local search works across the full range of interfaces:
Maps, Spotlight, Safari and Siri.2
1 For many years the only users of Apple Maps were those that didn’t know any better and just
used the default Map. Some even thought that it was in fact Google Maps. However, in speaking
with a number of my friends in the local industry, I have seen anecdotal evidence that more
savvy users have made the switch back to Apple Maps; some for privacy reasons and some for
user experience.
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On the left was a text based Spotlight search; on the right a Siri based.
2 This will become more obvious when Apple, either willingly or by the force of government,
gives up their multi-billion dollar arrangement with Google to put Google’s search engine front
and center. But hey, $15 Billion pays for the annual costs of Map development (about $1-$2
billion per Asymco) and leaves a little bit over for kitty as well.
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It doesn’t exist just on the iPhone3 but on the iPad,
CarPlay, the Apple Watch and the Mac as well. The
search can be initiated on any device.
Interacting with Apple’s local information is an
integrated experience that works by voice or
text across any surface that the user is currently
engaging with. The results move transparently
between devices as well. For example, I might start a
search using Spotlight on my iPhone, select driving
directions and then get into the car. The Map results
automatically start up in CarPlay with turn-by-turn
also displaying on my wrist via the Watch. Haptic
feedback is then provided via the Watch as turns
approach. Using navigation while wearing an Apple
Watch is almost like wearing the internet and it hints
at the augmented future.4

Both CarPlay and the watch offer voice and a menu driven search options.

3 Apple is also “intercepting” many searches made via the Safari URL field search and sending them directly to a website. With branded local searches, these searches are sent directly to
Maps. It will be interesting to see if the proposed anit-trust self-preferencing laws will impact
this tactic.
4 As an aside/footnote, I am probably one of Apple’s heaviest users of Siri as I use it at home,
in my car, in my office, on my watch and on the go. I interact with Siri on an hourly basis to
make calls, set reminders, check the weather and stocks, do internet queries, send texts to
friends and family and more. For some devices, like the Watch and CarPlay, voice is the obvious and most useful interface. Unlike other voice input competitors, Siri is with you everywhere
not just in the home or just in the car or just on your phone. And while it is the current whipping
boy of the talking heads it is the leading voice assistant in most categories and particularly in
the one that provides the most queries, mobile phones.
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Will Businesses Start to Notice?

One of the big stumbling blocks keeping SMBs and their agencies from focusing on Apple Maps is the total lack
of the ability to “see” traffic coming from Apple Maps or other Apple local interfaces. Typically this traffic shows
up as “direct” web traffic in Google Analytics.
For most local businesses this direct Apple traffic, that did not come via Google Local or Google search, is
around 5% of their overall traffic, often equal to or more than came from Facebook or Yelp. However in hospitality
businesses we see as many as 20% of their users coming to the website via iPhone direct traffic. While not all
of that is discovery traffic, it constitutes a large percentage of the total user visits and one can infer that some
significant portion of the web traffic is discovery traffic.

In this hotel and spa, over 20% of their users came via the iPhone directly indicating a high Apple Maps usage.
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As with Google Local, additional users are stopping
at the Place Card and taking an action directly on
the Place Card so the direct traffic to the website is
but a percentage of the total coming from iPhone.
Unfortunately, this isn’t measured yet.
The good news for marketers is that the impact
of Apple traffic may soon become more visible. I
have heard from multiple sources that Apple will be
providing local insights data in early 2022.
With Apple’s many improvements to Maps and their
local search functionality, there is a strong case that
businesses need to have their listing on the many
surfaces where Apple Maps data can be accessed.
A hundred million devices here, a hundred million
devices there, together with some reporting, and
Apple might soon have enough impact on small
business marketing that folks begin to notice.
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The Case for SMB Monetization
by Apple

Apple has had a great run over the past 15 years,
reaching stratospheric valuations based on
consistently strong profits from hardware sales and
an increasing services-subscription base. They
have done this by entering new hardware markets
successfully and then incrementally adding services
and functions across their platforms to achieve a high
degree of customer loyalty (and lock in).
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Investor demand for increased growth and profits
will continue. I believe that in the short term the local
business market is one of the largest untapped
opportunities available to Apple.
In the U.S. alone there are over 30 million businesses
and we saw that Apple recently introduced a small
business package, Apple Business Essentials that
“brings device management, support, and storage
into one complete subscription for small businesses.”
This is directly competitive with both Google
Workspace and DropBox but with a unique hardware
support and repair angle. Clearly Apple is going after
this market.
Some think that the next obvious play from an SMB
income point of view would be advertising. Despite
the common perception, Apple is not opposed to
advertising – just advertising that “sucks.” Apple
believes that they can do it better and take that profit
for themselves.5

Apple also believes that they can do Maps better.
That belief is expressed in the recent roll-out of
their own reviews in April of this year. By providing a
way to limit spam and minimize conflict, they have
become well-positioned against the snark of Yelp
and the spam of Google. While good for consumers,
it is also good for business and much less likely to
create the animosity that Yelp, and now Google, have
engendered.
Apple Guides offer a similarly different approach

5 Whether by hook or by crook. Apple’s recent iPhone privacy efforts have been very successful in getting users to opt out of 3rd party tracking. This has had the added (perhaps intended) consequence of increasing the value of Apple’s advertising.
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to discovery. Curated and trusted third-party
information is directly integrated into the search
experience on Maps. This allows the user to gain
both additional knowledge that can be trusted and
make more informed decisions, all within Apple Maps.
This contrasts with Google’s algorithmically derived
and somewhat superficial local results and business
profiles.
By improving Maps discovery, so that an increasing
number of consumers use Apple Maps to find new
businesses, and by providing analytics to help
business understand the traffic and engagement
coming from Apple Maps and local search on the
iPhone, Apple Maps ads are a possible near-term
play. What isn’t clear is whether potential revenue
from that play would be enough to warrant Apple’s
attention.

Maps and the Augmented Future

While Apple has been spending the last nine years
catching up to Google Maps they have also been
building out a series of products and foundational
technology that prepares them for the next big hit.

Apple never just works for the near term. Their
patience is great and their vision is long. They see
augmented reality as a contributor to a likely future
and they seem to be clearly working in that direction.
We have seen a number of comments from Tim
Cook, a steady stream of AR patents and almost daily
rumors to that effect.
These products and technologies, along with Maps,
puts them in an enviable position to define a reality
quite different than the dystopian Metaverse offered
up by Mark Zuckerberg.6

6 Although who is to say that Apple’s version of augmented and virtual reality won’t be as dystopian as that of Facebook’s?
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Apple has spent the last nine years building out
hardware and software across the home, the
car, audio, mobile and the desktop. That gives
the company a huge advantage over the likes of
Facebook, which has no platform, and even Google,
which has several platforms but not the integration.
Here are just a few of those developments that give
Apple a leg up:
+ Market leading position in wearables with budding
AR features
+ Platform wide AR toolkit that works on every current
device
+ Fast, low power draw and extremely powerful
microprocessors & GPUs that Apple controls
completely
+ Integrated hardware that can leverage each
device’s strength
+ Integrated software to facilitate cross device
development of the tools and products that will push
AR forward.

These developments have led to foundational and
mature technologies that already exist and just need
stitching7 together to create an immersive AR-ready
world:
+ AirPod spatial audio for music, movies and video
conferencing allowing users to understand where
sound is coming from
+ Watch hand gestures allowing computer control
necessary in an augmented reality
+ Low power computing critical for using power
hungry AR in the real world
Some think that with Apple’s many starting points
and so many pieces already in play, AR is Apple’s
game to lose. It’s into this ecosystem that Maps, a
near final piece of the puzzle, fits.
I don’t know what the future of augmented reality
looks like but I do know that Maps is one surface
where it makes sense. It makes sense as a front
facing part of the consumer experience as well as
a foundational technology for their platform and
platform partners.

7 Ok, VR pun intended.
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You can see hints of integrating the real and virtual
world in Maps with their flyovers and incredibly
smooth look around technology. And you can see it
more explicitly in their AR walking directions (similar
to Google Live View). You can also feel whispers of it
when your Apple Watch taps your wrist for the next
turn you need to make.
The Metaverse is likely to offer numerous financial
opportunities. The big and not so big players are
already fighting over the possible riches. You can
see manifestations of this in early megalomaniacal
planning, current lawsuits and very public
positioning.8

8 Some might call it mansplaining or even dick waving.
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Conclusion

If we look at what is already present in the Apple
arsenal, together with Apple’s long term vision,
success at releasing hit products, hardware/software
integrations, and their need for income it seems
inevitable that Apple will be a major player in AR –
and Maps will have a role to play.
Although in typical Apple style, it is likely to not be
a pure AR play but rather a hardware product with
significant consumer value that so tightly integrates
AR that it becomes the obvious solution to a problem
that we didn’t know that we had.9
Apple is just getting started with their push into the
world of business discovery and its monetization for
Apple Maps.

9 This could be anything from a self driving car to some sort of health or exercise product. After struggling with recent eye surgery and glasses, I could even imagine a pair of auto-adjusting glasses that
don’t just make the world clearer but more informative. Regardless Apple’s use of AR is likely to be embedded in some way to augment humanity not reality per se.
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